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Renaissance Investments makes it easier to invest well.

Our premium investment solutions feature investment 

managers from around the world, each carefully 

selected and monitored by our experienced 

due diligence team.

At Renaissance Investments, we strive to help Canadians 

feel more prosperous each and every day.
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Managing your investments can 

be a balancing act. On one hand, 

you need to grow and protect your

wealth for the future. On the other

hand, you need the financial flexibility

to live life to the fullest today.

At Renaissance Investments, we

believe you can achieve both. Our

comprehensive portfolio solutions

and full range of mutual funds 

are designed to provide a balance 

of growth, income and capital

protection that helps you live 

better today… and tomorrow.

Find your balance
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The performance of your investment

portfolio will be strongly influenced

by the way it’s diversified among

various asset classes, geographic

regions and investment management

styles. Your investment advisor 

can recommend a Renaissance

Investments solution that’s

diversified according to your personal

growth objectives, income

requirements and risk tolerance.

• Renaissance Investments’ portfolio

solutions give you exposure to a

wide range of investment

opportunities and the guidance of

global investment managers with

a single investment decision.

Renaissance Investments is a

leader in portfolio solutions1,

offering a range of choices to 

suit every investor. 

• Renaissance Investments’

comprehensive line-up of mutual

funds can provide you exposure to

equity and fixed-income securities

from markets around the world.

These funds are ideal to build a

portfolio or to add greater

diversification and performance

potential to your existing portfolio. 

Design your portfolio
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1Source: Investment Economics, Fee Based Report, Winter 2010
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When you invest with Renaissance Investments, you’re in good hands. We

search the world for leading investment managers and put them to work on 

your behalf.

We begin with a universe of thousands of potential investment managers, 

and then apply in-depth quantitative and qualitative filters to identify those with

a proven ability to successfully manage the mandates within our investment

solutions. Our exacting approach to due diligence helps us optimize

performance and manage risk for our clients. 

Once selected for Renaissance Investments, managers undergo continuous

monitoring and assessment. In order to remain part of our clients’ portfolios,

they must demonstrate consistency with their investment disciplines and the

rigorous standards of our products.

Universe of
Investment
Managers

Manager
Candidates

Managers
Selected for
Renaissance
Investments

Quantitative
Filters

Qualitative 
6-Step
Process

Invest with confidence Strength behind you
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Invest with confidence Strength behind you

Renaissance Investments is offered by CIBC Asset Management Inc., one 

of Canada’s leading mutual fund providers2 and a purchaser of third-party

investment management expertise. CIBC Asset Management Inc. is a wholly

owned subsidiary of CIBC, one of North America’s largest financial institutions.

2Source: Investor Economics, Fee Based Report, Winter 2010



It’s easy to think of financial security as a future goal. But at Renaissance

Investments, we strive to help Canadians feel more prosperous each and 

every day.

With a full range of quality portfolio solutions, mutual funds and access 

to investment management expertise from around the world, we can help 

you start living better right now.

To learn more about Renaissance Investments, please speak with 

your investment advisor.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees, and expenses all may
be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the Renaissance
Investments family of funds simplified prospectus before investing. Mutual
funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past
performance may not be repeated. Renaissance Investments is offered by
CIBC Asset Management Inc. 

™Renaissance Investments and “invest well. live better.” are registered
trademarks of CIBC Asset Management Inc.
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Living better starts here

1-888-888-FUND (3863)
www.renaissanceinvestments.ca


